FIELD NOTES

Preventing Downtime for
Hanger Bearings
Certified Bearing Specialist (CBS) Takes on
Screw Conveyor Application
Dale Renner, CBS and sales representative at Bearing Headquarters Co.,
explains how his bearing expertise
helped solve a customer’s problem
and saved significant downtime and
cost.
“One of my customers in the ethanol
industry was experiencing high failure
rate with bronze hanger bushings. The
application was on a screw conveyor
in a highly caustic area of the plant.
The screw conveyor was conveying
wet corn mash which in itself is very
abrasive and acidic. Due to the nature
of the conveyed material, the hanger
bearings were caking up and breaking down the lubrication process of
the bearing. Thus premature failure of
the bearings occurred. This particular
plant runs 24 hour a day, seven days a
week, 365 days a year, except for scheduled maintenance shutdowns. Downtime due to equipment failure is not
only a fear but one of the company’s
greater expenses. Downtime expense
prevention is a matter the company
takes very seriously. Weekly maintenance teleconferences are held among
the maintenance managers where
problems are shared and resolutions
sought. This company has multi-plant
locations and the equipment used

throughout their infrastructure is similar in nature. Thus the teleconferences
are a good way to share critical information in hopes of preventing equipment failure and lost profits due to
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“Thus the problem of the
bushings caking up due to breakdown
of the lubrication process was significantly reduced. The life expectancy inDale Renner has been
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